Next Level Launches This Step and the Next for Top Level Executives

Next Level today launches 'This Step and the Next' protocol for top level executives as an additional element of their Executive Directive program.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) February 17, 2019 -- Next Level today launches the 'This Step and the Next' protocol for top level executives as an additional element of their Executive Directive program. Effective immediately, the protocol will be available and facilitate the orchestrating of a career path as opposed to focusing on a simple job transition. CEO of Next Level Jack Robbins says, "Every step one takes in a career path sets one up for whatever is to come next. As in a chess game, it is important to make moves that lead to a successful conclusion that is not possible with a single move."

Next Level encourages men and women to think sequentially and implement careful and considered steps along the way to a prized goal. "No one wants to find themselves stuck in a position from which no advancement is possible but it can happen too frequently in this marketplace," says Jack Robbins. "Our job is to help men and women avoid that unfortunate result and our 'This Step and the Next' protocol is the tool."

"Too often, a man or woman targets their next job in relation to where they've been; the job they've just left," says Jack Robbins. "This is not a bad thing, in and of itself, however, we prefer to target with consideration to where it will lead the candidate in the future."

"One look at your resume will tell the world where you've been," says Jack Robbins. "The purpose of 'This Step and the Next' protocol is to tell the world where you are going."
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.